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ABSTRACT

attached to a
A
gemti%
apparatus can
bearing hose and comprises an cductor nozzle . -to d v e
water and foam
. . , and a
nozzle
f
-

to discharge a foam/wam mi.rture &erethrough- A foam
concentrate conduit delivers concentrate to a manifold
extending peripherally around a suction port of thc eductor
no~zle,and foam concentrate is drawn into the eductor
nozzle to mix with water and to be discharged as a foam1
water mixlure to the foam generating nozzle. The nozzle has
an agitatm jet orifice Tor agitating the mixture, and an air
enLrainmcnt opening to admit air into the agitated mixtrse.
m e agitator jet orifice has inlet and outlet jet openings
intm~~nnected
in series, the outlet jet opening being 1-fX
than the inletjet opening to provide a diverging passage with
at least one step between the inIet and outlet jet openings to
agitate the flaw.
skp has a h p t step &ge e b c e
agitation and relatively long when
with msssectionalarea ofheinletjet
~h~ inletjet and
jet openings are non-circular, and preferably elongated slits
provide a long leng& of
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(Williamson). Such machines can be relatively costly and
h i s detracts from their use.
Alternatively, the foam concentrate can be fed in a separate concentrate hose extending along the main w a t e hose
CROSS RFPERENCES TO RELATED
to an eductor nozzle located at a position in the hose,
APPLICATIONS
smtably some distance fiorn the discharge nozzle to permit
adequate mixing of the foam concentrate with the water
This appIication is a divisional application of application
priorto dischmge. Thi
a disadv .
ofhaving
Ser. No- 08'05538s2' del'
May 2993 and
'OAM
two parallel lengths of hoses for at least a short length of the
G-TING
APPARATUS FOR ATTACHMENT
10 water hose, with a separatc control on thc foam concentrate
PRESSURIZED IcLQUID' now U.S*
hose to control supply of the foam concentme. A simple
Pat.No. 5,445,226.
means of merering foam concentrate into a water stream is
shown in U. S. pat No. 4,993,495 (I3urchei-t) in which wabx
BACKGROUND OF.THE INVENTlON
passes through a venturi means and generates suction to
draw foam ~ 6 - e
into lhe water now. With this U The inventim +elates to an apparatus
can be
native device, there must be sufficient length of hose downatached to a pressurized
bearing hose to generate
stream from the venturi means to provide adequate
foam, in particular to an apparatus for atlachment to a fire
of fie izoncentrate and foam before the mixtures passes
fighting hose to genera& firefighling foam fiom a supply of
through a nozzle to generate foam. A nozzle to generate
pressurized water as used in fire fighting.
While water is used for many fire fighting applications, 20 foam from a water and foam concentrate mixture is shown
in Canadian Patent 1,266,073 (Stevenson). Such a nozzle
when the watcr is mixed with a s d amount of foam
requires to be
wata and foam and
concentrate or foaming agent and passed through a suitable
and
m-s at least a foam
foaming norze, a large volume of foam can be generated.
the
which
For many common fire fighling applic&ons e.g. Class A 2s m i X k structure upstream
usually provided at the fire tank or in the length of the water
fires ifivolving wood
etc., foam is c o n s i ~ l more
Y
hoseeEective than wakr by itself. Also for special fue fighbng
An apparatus which combines metering and mixing of
situations c g . Class B fires involving liquid ruels, combsfoam COncentr* essenhafi~integral with a fa-g
nozzle
tible solvents etc., water by i~selfcannot be used, and thus
must be used. 30 is shown in U.S. Pat. No. 2,513,417 (Lindsay). This patent
foam, dry p w d e r or gaseous
shows an
nozzle stm*
for drawing f
conFoam is usually necassary for large Class B k e s , as the other
centrate into a stream of water prim to ejecting the resulting
methods are too wstly or not practical.
which draws in air to
mixture through a foaming
Foam can be applied on a 6re from two sources, namely
generate
foam.
This
is
a
relatively
complex
mixing nozzle
from a pressurized canister so,llrce, or by adding
first 35 with an annul= gap located do-smof a converging
coneem
a strcof water under pressure.
for drawing foam concentrate into the wsource of foam applying equipment is limited for use on
Iowed
by
a consrant cross-section portion with a conical
small hs only, due
its small capacity which is
spreader which separates the stream of mixture in an air
limited to the size of
that
be easily handled by
onc pemon. The second source of foam applying equipment
entrainment
A
tearbp-shaped
is
required to control velocity of the fluid to achieve a more
is commonly mounted on a
truck to
transport
foam qualityto a site. The second source of foam applying
is
- - - - esuimnent
- described M t n and comprises a foam concentrate metering
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTlON
and m i x j n ~
device for
to pressurized water from a
hydrant orto another
water source. The mixture
The invention reduces the Mculties and disadvantages
of pressurized water and foam concentrate must be passed 45 of the prior art by providing a rclativcly simple foaming
thmugh a suitable nozzle to generate foam, the nozzle also
apparatus which can be easily attached to an end of a water
providing a means of mixing air with the water and foam
&&ing hose. The apparatus-permits an au:mate1y metered
mixture so a s to generate a suitable continuous supply of
supply of foam conamlxate to be added to water flowing
foam. Where water is not pressurized, a water pressurizing
&-ugh the hose, and immediaely t h d t e r to be g e n d
device such as a pump is used to raise water pressure, often 50 into foam within a length of discharge nozzle which is
concurrently with adding a metered amount of foam consufficiently short to be easily handled by a single operator. In
cent~atcto the water stream. The foam concentrate can be
this way, an operator can easily manoeuvre the foam geninuoduced to the water stream at the truck itself, in which
erating nozxle, e.g. as a f
k fighting nozzle, when in concase thc foam concentrate is simultaneously mixed and fed
fined spaces, and has easy access to initiate or stop the
along the hose, and is then discbarged at the source of fire. 55 supply of concentrate. If the foaming apparatus is not
If the foam concenirate is fed along a sufhcient length of
required, it can be easily removed h m the hose. Preferably,
hose, there is usually no difficulty in mixing the cdnumtrate
the supply of foam concentrate for this apparatus can be
with the watcr, so that when the foam water mix*
passes
canied in a container which can be canied on the back of the
through the foaming attachment on thc nozzle, a good
person holding the nozzle, preferably adjacent the hips so
supply of foam is g e n e f a d .
60 that the person's back is free of obstruction to permit the
person to carry a breathing apparatus if required. In addition,
One disadvantage with introducing the foam to the hose
the invention is light-weight, easy to adjust for different
pipe at the truck is that the hose pipe is then somewhat
capacities and has a relatively low production cost and thus
limited to delivmhg only foam, and cannot be quickly easily
contrasts with some of the prior art apparatus which are
changed to delivering water, at least not by the person
directing the hose. Relatively complex machines tba~65 cosdy investments.
resemble the fmt type of foam generating devices are shown
Onc example of a foaming apparatus acconhg to the
in U.S. Pat Nos. 4,645,009 mawelka et al.) and 3,234,962
invention disclosed k i n is for attachment to a water
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FIG. 3 is a rear elevation of a downstream side of a
bearing hose and comprises an ductor nozzle, delivery
manifold means and a foam con-&
conduit. While a
foaming orifice of thc invention;
specific stnrctwe is shown for thc cduct.0~nozzle, other
FIG. 4 is a simplified section on line U of FIG. 3;
eductor nozzles can be substituted to admit foam concentrate
FIG. 5 is a simplified fragmented section on line 6 5 of
into a flow of pressurized water to produce a foamlwatw s FIG. 3;
miuture. h addition, f i ~ m
can be admitted into a flow of
FIG. 6 is a rear elevation of a downstream side of an
pressurized water in a conventional fire fighting apparatus.
alternative foaming orifice.
and agitation of the mixture can take place downstream
therefrom at an air entrainment nozzle provided with an
DETALLED DESCRlPTlON
agirator apparatus according to the invention.
10
The agitator apparatus according to the invention generFIG. 1
ates foam from a flow of pressurized water and foam
wncentrate, and has an agitator body which comprises an
A Iire fighter 10 is shown carrying a conventional water
agitator jet orifice and a first step means. The agitator jet
bearing fire hose 12 and a fire fighting haming apparatus U
orifice comprises an inlet jet opening and an outlet jet 1s according to the invenlion. The apparatus 13 includes a
opening disposed in series, and the first srep means is located
foaming apparatus 14 acmrding m the invention fitted to an
between the inlet and outlet jet openings. The outlct jet
end of the hose 12, the foaahg apparatus comprisag a
opening is larger than the inlet jct opening and communimixing M y 15and a foam generating nozzle 16fitted to the
cates with the inlet jet opening to define a diverging passage
mixing W y . The fiefightingapparatus 13 also includes a
exlendjng through the agitator body. How through the 20 foam mncentraE container 18for carrying foam conaentrate
agitator jet orifice passes acmes the first step means to
liquid, the cdntaincr having shoulder and waist straps 19for
agitate the flow to enhance mixing and generation of fom.
passing around the torso of the fire fighter to secure the
Preferably, the step means has an abrupt edge to enhance
container adjacentthe £ire. fighter's back.A foam concentrate
agitation, and the jet orifice is non-circular to provide a
hose 20 extends f?om the container 18to the apparatus 14to
relatively long step edge when compared with the cross- 2 5 supply foam concentrate thereto which is mixed with water
sectional area of thc inlet jet opening.Preferably,the inletjet
from the hose 12 and ejected from the nozzle 16 as foamed
opening is an elongated inlet slit having a width d
e
w by
water 21, or iire fighting foam
space between oppositely facing inlet slit side walls. SimiAs illustrated, the container 18 is mounted in a low
larly, the outlet let opening is an elongated outlet slit having
psition on the torso, generally adjacent the hips, to provide
a width defined by Bpace between outlet slit side walls.The 30 room on the fire fighter's hack to carry breathing apparatus
width of the outlet let opening is greater than the wirtth of the
or other accessories commonly used by iire fighters.Clearly,
inlet jet opening. The inlet and outlet jet openings are
if the fire fighter is not required to cany other equipment on
aligned about a jet axis to define at least one step Iocated
the upper portion of the back, an alternative and larger
between at least one inlet slit side wall and one outlet slit
concentrate container could be worn higher on the back,
35 more as a conventional backpack, which would pennit
side wall adjacent one side of the slit.
A method of generatingfoam from a flow of pressurized
carrying more foam mucentrate if required In any event, the
water and foam concentrate complises passing the flow
container straps are cammted thereto to permit the conthrough a relatively small inletjet opening and across at least
tainerto be carried on the fire fighter's back. Also,preferably
one h t step edge into a relatively large outlet jet opening
the container is made from a liquid impermeable hbric,
communicating therewith to provide a diverging passage,
which is rcsistant to chemical action of the h a m concenthe step edge augmenting agitation of the flow to produce a
trate, to faditate carrying on a a m ' s back As the fabric
foamed mixture. Preferablv. the method further comprises
is relatively flexible, tfie container can collapse as foam
passing the Row across the %izpedge which is relatively long
concentrate is withdrawn therefrom, thus elkhating the
when compared with cross-sectional area of the inlet jet
need for a breather opening. Alkrnatively, the container
opening. Also, the method fwtber comprises passing the 45 wuld be rigid with a suitable breather or vent to permit
flow through the relatively small inletj e t opening dehed by
removal of foam concentrate from the c-.
at least one pair of laterally spaced apart parallel inlet slit
side walls, passing the flow through the relatively large
FIGS. 2 and 2A
outletjet opening defined by a pair of parallel outlet slit side
The
m
i
x
i
n
g
body
15
is generally T-shaped and has a main
walls, and as the flow passes fmm the inletjet opening to the
tubkllar
portion
26
disposed
dong a longitudinal axis 27. An
outlet jet opening, passing the flow across the step edge
inlet connector sleeve 29 is threaded adjacent an inlet end
w k h causes p a i o n s of the flow to move laterally outportion of the tubular portion 26 and has a male threaded
wardly across the step edge to agitate the flow.
portion 31 to oooperate with a complemcntaty threaded
A detailed disclosure following, related to drawings, 55
connector on the end of the hose 12, shown in broken
describes a preferred apparatus and method according to the
outline. An outlet mmector sIeeve 33 is similarly threaded
invention which are capable of expression in structure and
on complementary male threads at an outlet end of the
method other than those particularly described and illustubular portion 26, aud has a female threaded portion which
trated.
receives a male threaded portion 35 of a nozzle inlet portion
BRIEF D E S m O N OF THE DRAWINGS
6~ 37 of the foam generating nozzle 16. The sleeves 29 and 33
cooperate with a water inlet poa 30 and a mixture outlet port
EIG. 1 shows a fire fighter using a foam fire-fighting
34 respectively, the ports 30 and 34 being at opposite ends
apparatus according to the invention;
of the mixing body 15.The connector sleeves 29 and 33, the
FIG. 2 is a simplified, fragmented, longitudinal section
main tubular portion the foam generating nozzle 16 and
through a portion of the apparatus of FIG. 1;
65 reIated structure are all axially aligned along the axis 27.
FIG. 2A is a fragmented enlarged detail of a portion of
Thus, it can be seen that portions of the mixing body
FIG. 2;
adjacent thc water inlet port 30 and and mixture outlet port
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34 have releasable connecting means to releasably connect
hollow members thereto, e.g. inlet and outlet sleeves and
equivalent members, to dischatge therethrough in direction
of an m o w 38.
The body 15 has a foam concentrate conduit 40 extending 5
generally transversely fiomthe a x i s 27 at 90 degrees w e t o ,
although the angle is not critical. The conduit 40 has an inner
portion &ea&.dly s
d to the maintubular podon
26,
and a
m a d e d outer pfion 42 which relaably
wrmccts to a complemeaiary threaded sleeve connector at
an outer end of the concentrate hose 20, shown in broken
outline. The conduit 40 has a concentrate valve 45 comprising a valve ball 47 which is received on a truncated conical
valve seat 49 to close a valve orifice 50 at an apcx of the seat.
The main tubular purtion 26 of the body 15 has a loam 15
concentrate inlet port 52 extending into a valve chamber 54
localed between the valve seat 49 and the inlet port 52. The
pod 52 receives foam concentratefxum the odice 50 and the
hose 20 as will be described. The ball 47 is free to move
within the chamber 54, and is displaced from the seat 49
when foam concentrate flows inwardly through the orifice
50 in direction of an arrow 55 to pass into the port 52. The
ball 47 is prevented f b m blocking the port 52 by a wire
spacer means 56 which holds the ball clear of t.b port 52, so
as to prevent blockage of the port 52. However, when fluid 25
in the portion 26 exerts a pressure outwardly in direction of
an arrow 58, thc ball 47 is forced against the seat 49 and
prevents fluid flow outwardly therethrough. Thus it can be
seen that the foam concentrate conduit 40 communicates
with the concentrate inlet port 52, and the concentrate valve 30
45 i s a oneway check valve to control ffow in the concentrate conduit. The valve 45 permits foam concentrate to pass
into the body 15,andprevents water from passing outwardly
from the body through the valve orifice 50, which effectively
also b l ~ ~ kthe
s foam concentrate inlet :
t 52 againsr 35
outwards flow of water as will be described.
The foaming apparatus 14 fuaher includes an eductor
nozzle disposed within the body and extending between the
idet and outlet pcxts 30 and 34, which ports receive water
horn the hose and discharge a waterlfoam mixtllre there- 4
through respectively, as will be described The eductor
nozzle has an eductor inlet portion 64 adjacent and axially
aligned with the water inlet port 30, and an eductor outlet
portion 62 communicating with the eductor inlet portion 64.
along the axis 27 and located to discharge through the autlel 45
port 34. The eductor inlet
64 has a relatively short,
downstream-converging inlet side wall 70 having upstream
and downstream side wall portions 71 and 72 respectively
defining relatively large and relatively small openings. The
eductor outlet portion 62 has a relatively long. downstream- 50
diverging side wall provicting an essentially unobstnrctcd
diverging or expanding passage 68, with a downstream rim
66 defining an outlet of the eductor outlet w o n which has
a net cross-sectional area greater than moss sectional area of
an upstream opening of the outlet portion 62, defined by an ~5
upstream rim 78. The inlet portion 64 is a relatively short
ring retained in place by the sleeve 29, and can be removed
if nwded, and has a size which is matched to the eductor
outlet portion 62 as will be described. The upstrcam side
wall ~
d 71 merges
n
smoothly with a similarly angled 60
side wall of an inwardly extending rim 74 of the inlet
connector sleeve 29. The downstream side wall portion 72
has a short cylindrical section 75 t
'
ting at a downstream rim 76, which defines net -a ofthe inlet Po* 30As best seen in FIG.ZA, the eductor outlet portion 62 has 65
the upstream rim 78 spaced axially downstream from the
downsmeam rim 76 of the inlet portion 64 by an axial

man

manifold spacing 80. Thus, thc eductor nozzle is c h m ized by a converging passage in the inlet portion 64 spaced
upstream by the manifold spacing 80 from a diverging
passage in the outlet porhon 62. The manifold spacing 80
~rovidcsan cductor suction
which is disposed ktween
the eductor inlet portion and the eductor outlet @on,
and
when water flows through the eductor nozzle, low Pressure
01 suction is generated adjacent thc spacing SO to induct
foam concentrate d o the portion 62 as will be described.
The upstream rim 78 of the eductor outlet portion 62 has an
internal dimctcr 82, and the downstream rim 76 of the
eductor inlet poliion 64 has an internal diameter 84. The
diameter 84 is smaller than the diameter 82 and is disposed
concentrically therewith.For a discharge nozzle 16 haring a
nominal delivcry capacity of 70 U.S. gallons per minute
(318 litres per minute), the internal diameter 82 of the o&t
portion upstream rim 78 is 0.500 inches (127 mms.), and the
internal diameter 84 of the educior inlet portion downstream
rim 76 is 0.450inchcs (124 mms.). This provides a Werence in diameters of 0.050 inches (2.6 mrns.), which results
in a radial difference of 0.025 inches (1.3 mms.). This radial
difference is relatively critical and also &lines radial thickness of thc annular spacing 80 between the downsmam rim
76 and the upstream rim 78. The foam concentrate is usually
mixed at a concentration ratio of a b u t 1:100 of comxntrate:water. This ratio is determined by various faclors, but
particularly by size of the valve orificc 50 which can be
about 0.0781 inches (1.984 mm) in diameter and the abovc
radial difference above bctween the eductor inlet and outlet
portion, i-e. 0.025 inches (1.3 mm). The spacing or suction
port SO has an a x i d width of about 0.150 inches (7.8 mms)
although this is not critical.
The mixing body 15 is hollow, and has a continuously
n o n - p e r f O ~inner side
86 having a
generdy central
portion provided with a female
screw thread 88. The ednctor outlet portion 62 has an outer
side wall 90 spaced h m an upstrcarn portion of the inner
side wall 86 of the body to define an annular manifold
chamber 92 extending around a portion of thc ednozzle. A central portion oZ the outer sidc wall 90 of the
portion 62 has a male screw thread which can engage the
female screw thread 88 of the mining body, so as to permit
insertion and removal of the eductor outlet porn011 62 as
xequired. Tke annular manifold chamber 92 communicates
with the foam conceninlet port 52 and the manifold
spacing 80, and thus comprises a portion of a delivery
manS01d means for communicating the foam co-ntrak
inlet port with the eductor suction port. While the concentrate port 52 is located on one side only of the educmr
nozzle, because the manifold chamber 92 extends peripherally completely amund the eductor suction port or -fold
spacing 80, foam concentrate can pass completely around
and surround tbe upstream rim 78 and thus is drawn into the
eductor outlet portion from all positions therearound. Thus,
the manifold chamber 92 serves as the manifold means to
provide a generally uniform distribution of foam concentrate
into the eductor suction port and thus into the nozzle itself
to discharge therethrough as will be described
Engaging means 94 are provided adjacent the downstream
rim 66 to permit rotation of thc eductor nozzle for insertion
and removal as
~
hit can
~ be ~seen,that the male
s-w
thread and the
. f m e thread I#I serve
as releaable
maos to p l d l y
the
eductor outlet portion 62 to the body 5 so that the eductor
outlet portion is removable from the body as required. It is
added thatthe removable inlet and outlet partions 64 and 62
are for manufacturing convenience only, and it is not antici-
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pated that the cductar inlet and outlet portions will be
changed by users in the field. To suit customer requirements,
matched eductor portions nozzles having different sized
passages can be shop installed within the body 15 far
determining flow rating of the apparatus 14 as will be
described.
The foam generating nozzle 16 serves as an air entrainment nozzle and, in some instances, resembles portions of
prior art air entrainment foaming nozzles. For example, the
nozzle 16 has a nozzle body 100 with thenozzle inlet p r t i o n
37 having the male threaded portion 35releasably connected
to sleeve 33 which in turn is cmneckd to the mixing b d y
15 adjacent the outlet port 34 thereof for receiving the
mixture. The n d e has a nozzle outlet portion 105 to
discharge the foamed water as will be described, the portion
105 having an internal diameter 106.The nozzle body also
has an intermediateportion 107disposed between the nozzle
inlet and outlet portions 37 and 105. which serves as a
transition between the relatively small inlet porlim 37, and
the relatively larger outlet w o n 105. T b u s , the interme&ate portion has a truncated conical side wall to provide the
transition,the side wall having a plurality of air entrainment
openings 109 disposed therearound to entrain air into the
mixture passing through the nozzle.
The nozzle 16 also includes an agitator means 111 for
agitating the mixture to produce the foamed warn, the
agitator means being in accordance with a portion of the
present invention and having an agitator jet orifice 110
located generally adjacent the air entrainment openings in
the intemaiiate W
c
m 107. As will be described, the
agitator means has a disk-like agimor body 112 which has
a circular periphery U 5 and is located against a comple
mentary annular shoulder 113 extending around the nozzle
inlet portion 37, and is located immcdiakly upstream of the
air entrainment openings 109.

space between oppositely facing inlet slit side walls 136,two
only being designated in PIG, 3 and shown in PIG. 5.
Preferably, the inlet slit side walls 136 a m parallel to each
other and disposed symmetricaIly on opposite sides of a
5 radius, not shown, extending from the axis 27, and have
outer ends interconnected by a straight slit end wall 138.
Also, the outlet jet opening 123 has a plurality of generally
similar elongated outlet slits 140 extending radially outwardly from the jet or nozzle axis 27,the outlet slits having
a width 142 defined by a space between oppositely facing
10
outlel slit side walls 144, two onIy being designated in FIG.
3 and shown in FIG. 5. The si& walls 144 of each slit are
interconnected at outer ends by a curved autler slit end wall
139. WMe the inlet sliL end walls 138 are straight and the
outlet
slit end walls 139 are smoothly curved, this is not
15
critical, and is for manufacturing conv&ience and only
slightly changes geometry of the steps. One of the prime
purposes of the jet orifice 110 is to provide a relatively long
length of sharp or abrupt sfep edges for a given overall
cross-sectional arca of the orifice 110.A s can be seen in FIG.
20
3, the length of step edges provided by the sets of slit end
walls of the orifice U0 is considerably less than the length
of step edges provided by the slit side walls, but all step
edges contribute t~ the overall purpose of agitating the
mixture as i t passes thmugh the jet orifice.
25
Referring to FIG. 4, portions ofthe slit cnd walls 138 and
139are g a d y parallel to the axis 27. A tiamverse portion
146 extends between the inlet slit end wall 13% and thc outlet
slit end wall 139 so as to provide a "tread" portion of the first
step 126, the tread portion being disposed normally to Ihe
30
axis 27. As best seen in FIG. 5. the inlet slit side walls 136
and the outlet slit side walls 144 are generally parallel to
each other and parallel to the axis 27. Also a transverse
portion 147 extends between adjacent inlet slit side walls
35 136 and outlet slit side walls 144 to define the first step U 7
and is also a "tread" portion dismed nonnallv to the axis
27. The outlet slit si& walls 1 4 intersect the-downstream
face 118to define relatively sharp edges of second steps 145.
FIGS. 3,4 and 5
The transverse portions 146 and 147 are garerally coplanar
As best seen in FIG. 4. tha M y 112of the agitator means 40 and extend around the periphery of the orifice, and are also
1 U has a front or upstream face 117 and a rear or downin a plane parallel to the upstream and downstreamfaces l l 7
stream face 118,and axial distance between the faces d e m s
and 118, and disposed at a mid-point between the plane.
thickness 120 of the agitator means. The faces 117 and 118
Consequently, the inlet slit side walls l36 and the outlet slit
have an inlet jet opening 122 and an outkt jet
1-4
123
side walls 144 have respectrve axial depths add 150 which
respectively. which are disposed symmetrically about the 45 arc equal to each other and equal to one-half of the width
longitudinal axis 27 passing through the centre of the
120, and equal to undesignated axial depths of the slit end
agitator jet orifice 110, the axis 27 also serving as a jet axis.
walls. The transverse portion 147 has a width 151 which is
The body 112is integral, ie is in one piece for manufactwing
of a similar order of magnitude as tbe axial depths 148 and
convenience and maintaining registration, and the terms
150 although this is not critical and can vary with different
upstream, downstreinlet, and outlet refer to general
orifice sizes. The transverse portion 146 adjacent the end
direction of flow through the agitator jet orifice in direction
walls of the slits has a variable width due to the curved outlct
of the arrow 38.The outletjet opening is largerthan the inlet
slit end wall 139 and has a maximum width equal to the
jet opening and c o m m ~ c a t e swith the inlet jet opening to
width El, but this is g e n d l y unimportant.
define a single diverging passage 125 of the d c e 110
Refemng to FIG. 5, the width 142 of the outlet slit is
having a pair of generally similar, oppositely facing, h t 55 preferably about twice the width 132 of the inlet slit which
steps 126 which have sharp edges and are located on
kovidesa themetical angle of divergence of flow through
opposite sides of the orifice as best seen in FIG. 4. In
the
ll0 as follows. A pair of inclined broken b s 152
addition, portions of the rear face 118 adjacent the outlet jet
intmmmect edges of the firit and second steps 137 and 145
opening provide a pair of generally similar, oppositely
on opposite sides of a pair of slits, and an angle 153 is
facing, second steps 128 which are spaced further apart than
subtended by the lines 152 as shown. The angle 153 is
the f h t steps 126, thus further defining pomons of the
dependent on dative sizes of the dimensions 148,150and
diverging padage 125 through the orifice 110.
151 and cau vary between about 45 and 90 degrees. SelecAs best seen in FIG. 3,tbe inlet jet opening 122 has a
ticm of the angle is also dependent to some extent on the
p l d t y of generally similar elongated inlet slits 130
diameter 106 of the nozzle outlet portion 105. Thus, the
extending radially outwardly from the jet or nozzle axis 27 65 singlediverging stepped passage 125through the agitator jet
and disposed to define a symmetricalsix-pointedstar-shaped
orifice is in fact a plurality of interconnected diverging
pattern. The inlet slits each have a width I32 &fined by
elongated passages awnged as a six-pointed star, each
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passage extending downstream and outwardly from the
orifice inio the nozzle body is will be described.
The axial and transverse portions of all the sreps inmect
at a right angle of 90 degrees to define an edge of thc
respective step. CIearly, all the slit side walls and slit end
walls are generally parallel to lhe jet axis, whereas the
transverse portions, both on the side walls and end walls, are
generally normal to the jeL axis. The edges of the steps
should be relatively sharp, although Ule actual angle
between adjacent side walls and transverse portions is less
critical, but should be within a range of between about 70
degrces and 90 degrees. It can be seen that the relatively
short step edges of the first step 126 (defined by intemection
OF the inlet slit end walls 138 and the transverse portions
146). and the relatively long step edges of the first step 137
(defined by intersection of the inlet slit side walls 136 and
the transverse portion 147) together define a h t step means
located between the inlet and outlet jet openings. Similarly,
the step edges of the second steps 128 and 145 defined by
intersections of the outlet slit end walls 139 and the agitator
body 112 togetha define second stcp means.
Clearly, referring to FIG.4 a pair of lines, not shown but
equivalent to the lines 152 of FIG. 5, which would interconnect the first and second steps 126 and 128 respectively
adjacent the end walls af the slits would be at an angle
greater than the angle 153 of FXG. 5. but this also is not
aitical.

The foam generating nozzle 16 has an internal diameter
106 of 2.050 inches (52.07 mms) and an axiaI length of
about 20 inches (50.8 mms) following conventional practice.
Also, following conventional practice, the total m a of air
entrainment openings 109 equals approximately one-half of
5
the cross-sectional area 01the discharge nozzle outlet portion 105. Thus, for a discharge nozzle having a crosssectional area of 3.300 sq. in. (21.29 sq. mrns), the total area
of air entrainment openings equals 1.570 sq. in. (1012.9 sq.
10 rnms). Thus, for eight openings as shown,each opening has
a diameter of 0.500 inches (12.7 mms).
Optimum pcdonnance for foam generation and water
flow is dct
1 by the cross-sectional area of the agitator
jet orifice 110, and maximum volume flaw m e through the
15 eductor nozzle 62. For the abovejet orifice area of 0.msq.
inches (197 sq. mms), the maximum volume fiow t h g h
the eductor nozzle is 60 U.S. gallons per rninu~e(270 litres
per minute) which generates a suction at the spacing 80 of
about 26 inches (630 mm) af merauy. If the flow rate
20 through the eductor nozzle is increased beyond the maximum, the eductof nozzle will "choke". Consequently, even
though the nozzle I6 is rated at 70 U.S. gallons per minute,
it is preferable to operate thc ductor at less Uran that, e.g.
about 60 U.S. gallons per minutc, to avoid choking of the
ZS nozzle. When the nozzle chokes, pressure in the eductor
nozzle will be excessive and will cause water to 'back-up"
into the valve chamber 54, thus forcing the ball 47 against
the seat and closing the concentrate vaIve 45 thus preventing
water from passing into the concentrate container and dilutDimensional and Operating Parameters
30 ing the concentrate. Clearly, closing the valve 45 cuts off
supply of concentrate and prevents further g e n d o n of
Certain aspects of the invention have critical dimensions,
foam which is immediately visible to the operator9 who
and the dimensions are dependent upon operating paramcould then make adjustments to reduce inlet flow and
eters of water flowing through the nozzle, e.g. primaTily
pressure to re-establish foam generation. Steadily reducing
volume flow.
I<
the now rate h m the maximum rate of flow of the nozzle,
The following description refers to a specific example
reduces ''throw" of the nozzle to a condition where there is
which has k e n t e s t c d and found lo produce a foam that is
insufticient suction at the spacing 80 to draw foam mncenof at least equivalent quality to other commercial foam
trate into the stream. If there is insuilicient suction, a smaller
generating attachments and has been used ta extinguish fires
eductor nozzle and corresponding inlet nozzle ring 69
of Class A and Class B standards, as specified by the U.S. 40 should be substituted, thus reducing rating af the nozzle.
Undcrwritcts Laboratories. For a nozzle 16 having a d i s
Operation
charge flow of 70 U.S. gallons per minute (318 litres per
The mixing body 15and associated inlet conn=tw sleeve
minute) the diameter 82 of the eductor upstream rim is as
29 and outlet cormcctor sleeve 33 can be used at different
described previously, namely 0,500 inches (127 mms) and
locations on a standard fire hose, e.g. at the beginning of the
receives w k from an downslream rim 76 baving a diam- 45 hose generally adjacent the watcr some, at a mid-point on
eter 84,namely 0.450inches ( 1 14 mms).The inlet connector
the hose. or at an outer end of the hose adjacent the nozzle
sleeve 29 has a bore of 1,450 inches (368 mms) to receive
as illustrated in FiG. 2. In general, mast of the advantages
a standard coupling of a nominal 1.5 inches hose pipe. Such
of the invention are obtained by locating the miring body 15
a hose pipe is normally operated pressures of between about
and sleeves in combination with the, foam generatof nozzle
60 and 120 PSI (413 and 827 kPa).
50 16 at the outer end of the hose and the following description
The agitatot jet orifice 110 has a net cross-sectional area
assumes this is the location. Clearly, if the mixing body 15
d e k ' 1 by dimensions of the eductor nozzle, and is
and sleeves 29 and 33 are located at any other position other
based on minimum size of the o s c e opening, i.e. size of the
than the outer end of the hose, the foam generating nozzle
inlet jet opening 122 which has a total cross-sectional area
16,complete with the agitator means 111,is connected to the
of 0.306 sq. inches (197 sq. mms.), which is the sum of six 55 outer end of the hose, and generates foam in a normal
(6) radial inlet slits. Each diametrical pair of inlet slits has
manner. The hose can be used in the nonnal marmer to
an overall diametrical length measured between the end
deliver water, d can be quickly adapted to deliver foam as
walls of about 0.850 inches (215 nuns) and an inlet slit width
follows. The male threaded portion 31 of the inlet connector
ofabout 0,125 inches (3.17 mms). The outletjet opcning 123
sleeve 29 is threaded into a complementaryfemale coupling,
has a total area of 0.759sq. inches (489sq, mms) and each 60 not shown,on the end of the hose 12. Usually, the foam fire
diametrical pair of outlet slits has an overall diametrical
fighting apparatus 13is supplied compleLely assembled with
length measured between the curved end walls of about
all the components as shown in FIG- 2. A fire fighter merely
1.I92 inches (30.2 mms) and an outlet slit width of about
has to ensure that the foam concentrate container 18 has
0.250 inches (6.3 mms). The transverse portion 147 of the
sufticient foam amcentrate, and to connect the concentme
first step 137 of the side walls has a width of 0.063 inchcs 65 hose 20 to the foam concentmk conduit 40 using a tkeaded
(1.6 mms) and the axial depths 148 and 150of the side walls
coupling to engage the male threaded portion 42. Water- is
are both 0.125 inches (3.17 mms).
supplied at sufficient delivery pressure and flow rate as
JJ
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determined by the size of the eductor nozzle and agitator
orifice, passes into the water inlet port 30, and is discharged
as a generally parallel sided column of water or jet past the
downstream rim 76 and inm the eductor inlet wrtion 64. The
moving column of water passes across the m k o 1 d spacing
80 at a measure adicient to generate suction in the annular
chambe; 92 which serves
a portion of the delivery
manifold means.
As described with reference to FIG. 24, thcrc is a
relatively s-1
difference in size between the upstream rim
mtemal diameter 82 of the eductor outlet @on
62, and the
ddwnstream rim internal diameter 84 of the eductor inlet
portion 64. The difference in diameters and the suction
generated by the column of water passing the spacing 80
entrains a tbin layex or film of foam concentrate around the
outside of the column of water entering the eductor outlet
portion 62. This thin layer of foam concentrate encloses the
column of water and is drawn along the side wall of the
diverging passage 68 and starts to be mixed immediately in
the column of water. A quick start of mixing is essential for
effective operation of the invention as there is very little
mixing length between the manifold spacing 80 and the
agitator means Ill. Consequently, it is essential that thorough mixing is initiated in this short section, which contrasts
with the prior art &vices known LO the inventor. It is
anticipated that severe agitation of the foam concentrate and
the water occurs as the column of water leaves the eductar
outlet portion 62 info m expanded chamber portion adjacent
the autlet port 34, prior to passing through the jet orifice 110
of the agitator means lll. The jet orifices has a cross
sectional area which is much smaller than other openings
through which water passes, and thus causes a temporary
constriction and severe turbulence in flow passing through
the agitator jet orifice 110.
The effectiveness of the ioarning method of the present
invention is attributed to the severe turbulence being generated in thc water/foam concentrate mixture as it passes
throughthe agitator means, in particular, as it passes over the
edges of the first steps 126 and 137 provided between the
iPlet and outlet jet openings 122 and 123, and then the
second steps 128 and 145 against the downstream face 118.
It is assumed that a phenomenon associated with fluid
dynamics, termed the Toanda effcct", augments agitation
as the column of the w m / f o a m concentrate mixture commences to "expand"upon entering the divexging passage
125 and passing through the inlet sIit opening where it is
drawn first around the first step 1% and 137, and then into
the outlei slit where the mixture passes around the second
steps 128 and 145,immediately prior to being exposed to air
passing through the air entrainment openings 109.
It can be seen from FIG. 3 that the six radially aligned
pairs of inlet and outlet slits provide a considerablelength of
sharp edges for a mlatively small cross-sectional area of
orifice. Thus, it is anticipated that a large portion of the
relatively small cross-sectional area of mixture passing
through the agitator means is subjected to passing sequentially over the two sharp edges of steps, which thoroughly
agitates the mixture in a very short length, Immdia=ly after
the agitatioa large volumes of air are supplied to assist in
generating foam, which can then expand into the relatively
large nazzle outlet portion 105. The highly agitated foam is
discharged from the nozzle outlet portion over "tht.6~"
distances of approximately 90 feet (27.5 metres) for a
delivery pressure of 70 PSI (490 W a ) and a flow rate of 70
U.S.gallons per minute (265 litres per minute).
Thus, in summary, it can bc seen that the foam generation
method of the invention is characterized by admitting foam

concentrate into a flow of watcr to form a foam/water
mixture and passing the mixture through a relatively small
jet opening and across at least one first step edge into a
relatively large jet opening to agitate the mixture, followed
by entraining air into the agitated mixture to generate the fire
fighting foam. Preferably, Ihe mixture is passed across a
plurality of step edges between the inlet and outlet jet
openings to provide a long length of edges around a relatively small opening. Also after passing the mixture over the
first step edges, the mixture is preferably passed over second
step edges prior to entraining air thaein. Because a circular
opening has a minimum circumference for a given crosssectional area of opening, to provide a step edge which is
relatively long compared with the cross-sectional area of the
inlet opening, the inlet and outlet jet openings are noncircular.As a minimum,the inlet jet opening could be an
~ l o n g a k dinlet slit, and the outlet jet opening could be an
eIongated outlet slit, with the inlet and outlet jet opnings
being &gmd to define at least one step located between at
least one inlet sidc wall and one outlet side wall adjacent one
side of ~ h slit.
e As in all the arrangements described, the inlet
slit side walls and the outlet .fit side walls are generally flat
and disposed parallel to the jet axis aligned with the flow
direction to provide an aligned pair of parallel-sided laterally
elongated passages or slits separated by a laterally elongated
step edge. It can be seen that. as the flow passes from the
inlet jet opening to the outlet jet opening. the flow passes
over ar across the fimt step edge which causes portions of the
flow to move laterally outwardly across the step edge to
agitate the flow. After passing the flow across the fust step
edge, the flow is passed through the outlet jet opening and
across a second step edge spaced laterally outwardly from
the fist step edge to enhancc generation of ioam. Air is
entrained into the flow during or a€ter pasing the flow
across the step edges. Also, preferably the foam conceritrate
is admitted inm the mixture by enclosing a moving column
of water with a thin film of foam concentrate to form the
mixture.

Thus, it can be seen that the agitator means comprises an
inlet jet opening and an autlet jet opening, the outlet jet
opening being larger than the inlet jet opening and comrnunicating with the inlet jct opening to provide at least om
aligned pair of openings in communication with each other
to define a diverging passage. The step means is located
between the inlet and outlet jet openings, and flow through
the agitator jet opening passes across the step means to
agitate the flow to enhance foaming.
Alternatives
The eductor nozzle of the present invention is shown with
axially aligned convergent and divergent passages in the
inlet and outlet portions 64 and 62 respectively. Adjacent
and opposikly facing rims of the inlet and outlet pofions are
spaced axially apaa by a manifold spacing or eductor
suction port 80 which is located at the minimum crosssection of the two passages. The nozzle portions could have
alternative non-tapered passages in the inlet and outlet
portions, that is the inlet and outlet portions could have
cylindrical passages, but in this alternative the passage of the
inlet portion would be slightly smaller than the passage in
the outlet portion to provide space for a thin film of
concentrate to f m around the column of water, as previously described. Also, sizes of nozzles will vary &pending
on the particular requirements. me example having been
shown for a fife fighting foam generating nozzle having a
nominal flow of 70 0,s.gallons per minute, for use with an
eductw nozzle having a flow of 60 U.S. gallons per minute.
Smaller size nozzles can be used, for example, for a
nozzle having a nominal discharge flow of 30 U.S. gallons
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p a minute (1 13litres per minute), the eductor upstream rim
internal diamctcr 82 would be 0.305 inches (7.7 mm) and the
inlct portion downstream rim 76 would have a diameter 84
of 0.255 inches (6.5 rum). T h e agitator jet orifice 110 would
havc a total cross-sectional area of 0.11 sq. inches (70.9sq.
mm). For this size of nozzle, the six radial inlet slits of FIG.
3 are reduced to four radial inlet slits which are disposed at
nincty degrees to each other, i.e. h m a six-pointcd star to
a four-pointed star. In the alternative agitator orifice, each
diametrical pair of inlet slits has an overalI diamerrical
Icngth measwd between the end walls of about 0.500
inches (1.27 mm), and have an inlet slit width of 0.125
inches (3.2 mm). The outlet jet opening 123 has a total
cross-sectional area of 0.222 sq. inches (143 sq. mm). Each
diametrical pair of outlet slits has a diametrical length
measured between the curved end walls of about 0.625
inches (15.87 mm) with an outlet slit width of 0.25 inches
(6.3 mm). The transvasc portion 147 of the k t step 137 of
the side walls has a width of 0.062 inches (1.57 mm). The
alternative foam generating nozzle 16 for 30 U.S. gallons
per minule has an internal diameter 106 of 1.500 inches
(38.1 mm) and an axial length of about 14.5 inches (368.3
-1.
This discharge nozzle has a cross-sectional area of
1.767 sq. inches (1140 sq mm) and the 8 air entrainment
opcnings would each have a diameter of 0.375 inches (9.5
mm). For the above jet &ce area of 0.110sq inches (70.9
sq mm), the maximum volume flow through the eductur
nozde is 20 U.S. gallons per minute (76 litres per minute].
Clearly. other sizes and shapes of jet orifices and appropriate eductor nozzle diameters and discharge nozzles diametas can be devised bv simnle exDeriment. For manufacturing convenience, it his bein f m ' a approprim to provide
a com~lemenlarvrecess adiacent the shouldex 113 in the
nozzle idet porkon 37 to receive the agitator body 112
having the appropriately sized agitator orifice, wi~hthe body
112 having a canstant thickness, irrespective of size of the
orifice opening. Consequently. as the orificc opening
becomes smaller to match smaller flow rates through the
nozzle, the angle 153 of FIG. 4 becomes correspondingly
smaller.
The two examples of dimensions described above relate
to firefighting nozzles for attachment to a conventional 6re
fighting hose pipe of a nominal 1.5 inches (38 mms) bore.
Advantages of the invention can also be obtained for use
with much smaller sized h e pipes, for ~xampledomestic

garden hoscs having nominal bores of about 0.5 inches (12.7
mms). A nozzle of the present invention for use with such
pipes would be rated at appmxbmtdy 3 U.S. gallons per
minute (11.3 lilres per minute) and would require a correspondingly much smaller eductar nozzle and agitator jet
orifice. For manufacturing convenience, due to the relatively
small size of the components, the edudor S e t and outlet
portions could have cylindrical passages, that is non-tapered
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0.050 inches (1.27 mms), and the axial depth 148 and 150
of the side walls would be about 0.100 inches (2.54 mms).
Residential garden hoses can operate at w a i a pressures of
betwecn about 30 and 60 PSI (207 and 414 Wa), and clearly
5 could have applications for spraying foaming garden or
household chemicals as well as fire-fighting foam.
As stated previously, it is believed that the effectiveness of
the foam generation aspect of the present invention is
depcndent upon providing a relatively long length of step
lo edges for a given c r o s s - s a t i d amt of agitator orifice
opening. While the agitator means of FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 is
shown having six radial pairs of inlet and outlet slits
extending from the axis, clearly shape of the orifice can be
changed depending on the size or diameter of the body of the
1s agitator means. Altemtively, in addition, the edges of the
steps can be provided with a "saw-tooth" profile so as to
increase considerably overall length of step edge for a given
size of inlet and outlet slits. This is shown in FIG.6.
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passages, and the agitator jet orificc would preferably have
no more than four radial inlet slits to form a four-pointed 55
star The agitator jet orifice ll0 would have a total crosssectional area of 0.175 sq inches (11.29 sq mms). Each
dkmmtrical pair of inlet slits would have an overall diametrical length measured between the end walls of about 0.200
inchcs (15.08 mms), with an inlet slit width of 0.050 inches 60
(1.27 mms). The outlet jet opening would have a total

cross-sectional area of 0.050 square inches (32.26 squm
mms). Each diametrical pair of outlet slits would have a
diametrical length measured between the curved end walls
of about 0.300 inches (7.62 mms) with an outlet slit width
oi 0.100 inches (254 mms). The transverse portion 147 of
the first step 137 of the side walls would have a width of

#

An alternative agitator means 155has a disk-like agitator
body 156 and an agitatorjet orifice 157having fonr pairs of
inlet and outlet jet openings 158 and 159 respectively. O n e
complete pair of an elongated inlet slit 161 and aligned
elongated outlet slit 162 is shown, with undesignated portions of similar pairs of slits being shown on one side only
of a diameter of the body. While the number of pairs of inlet
and outlet jet openings could be varied, and wuld be six as
shown in the agitator means or eight or more,depending on
the size, the major difference between the two agitator
means 1U and 155 relates to the shape of the slit side walls
as fo~lows.
The elongated inlet slit 161 of the inlet jet opening 158
has a pair of oppositely facing inlet slit side wall 163which
are provided with a plurality of small serrations resembling
saw teelh. An inlet slit end wall 165 disposed peqendicularly to the inlet slit side walls 163 is similarly provided with
serrations. Similarly, the outlet slit 162 of the outlet jet
opening 159has a generally parallel pair of elongated outlet
slit side walls 171 which are also provided with a p l a t y
of fine serrations as shown Similarly, the mtlet slit 162 ha$
an outlet slit end wall 175 disposed peqendicularIy to the
slit side walls 171 and is similarly provided with serrations.
The serrations are dispused generally parallel to the axis 27,
and extend the 111depth of thc respective slit side walls. A
flat rrmsvcrse portion 177extends between the inlet slit side
walls and outlet slit side walls and normaFIy to the jet axis,
nut shown, to provide the inlet slit side walls with a first step
edge 179. Clearly, the step cdge will be similarly serrated,
which will increase considerably the effective length of the
step edge compared with a straight step edge. It is anhcipated that the effective length of the step edgc is probably
doubled or tripled b y the serrations, depending on the pitch
and depth of the serrations. Similarly, a rear or downstream
face 181 of the alternative agitator means 155intersects the
outlet slit side walls 171 to provide second steps 183,which
are similarly serrated with a corresponding increase in
length over a straight side wall,A corresponding transverse
portion 185 extending between the slit end walls 165 and
175, and the face 181 also providc first and second serrated
step edges adjacent ends of thc slits. It can be seen that at
least one side wall of the alternative has a plurality of
serrations or teeth extending therealong to increase overall
length of the step edge associated with the said side wall to
enhance agitation of water flowing through the alternative
agitator means. The transverse portions 177 and 185 are
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coplanar and disposed mid-way betweenfront and rear faces
of the agitator body 156.
Other means of increasing effective length of the step
means canbc devised, e.g. third and ifnocessary fourth steps
can be provided expanding downstream in a manner similx
to the first and second steps as shown, which would in
general require a greater thickness of agitator mcans. In any
event, the last step of the agitator should be positioned
closely adjacent and upstreamof the air e n t r b e n t openi n ~ sso
. as to obtain maximum benefit of aeration occurring
im;r;ediately aftex the agitator orilice.
The agimeans is shown in use with a eductor n o d e
and an air entrainment nozzle, particularly to genexate fire
fighting foam. Existing equipment is available wbich admits
an accurate ratio of foam concentrateinto a pressurized flow
of water, which then passes along a hose pipe to a foaming
nozzle having a jet orifice, and air entrainment openings.
Clearly, thc agitator body using the jet orifice of the present
invention could be substituted for the jet ori6ce in existing
fire fighting nozzles to provide the advantages of the present
invention without requiring use of thc specific eductor and
other structure as described herein.
The description above describes use of the invention to
geneme fire fighting foam. Other uses are envisaged
wherein a foam concentrate for other applications, e-g.
herbicide or insecticide spray in foam form, are envisaged.
This would likely require lower rates of flow and delivery
pressures, which could be accomtnodated by scaling down
the invention, whilst s~illobtaining benefits of foam generation-in a relatively short space of mixing body and n o d e
combination as described.
We claim:
1. An agitator apparatus for generating foam from a flow
of pressurized water and foam concentrate, the agitator
apparatus having an agitator body comprising:
(a) an agitatw jet orificecomprising an inlet jet opening
in an upstream face of the body and an outlet jet
opening in a downstream face ofthe body, the openings
being disposed in series, the outlet jet opening being
larger than the inlet jet opening and communicating
with rhe inlet jet opening W &fine a diverging passage
extending through the agitator body; and
(b) a first step means having a relatively abrupt stcp edge
located between the inlet and outletjet openings,so that
flow through the agitator jet orifice passes across the
first step means to agitate the flow to enhance mixing
and generation of foam.
2. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1,in which
(a) the step edge is relatively long when cornpared with
cross-sectional area of the inlet jet opening.
3. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, in which
(a) the inlet jet opening is an elongated inlet slit having a
width definedby space between oppositely facing inlet
sIit side walls,
(b) the outlet jet opemng is an elongated outlet slit having
a width defined by space between outlet slit side walls,
the width of the outletjet opening being greater than the
width of the inlet jet opening, and
(c) the inlet and outletjet openings are aligned about a jct
axis to d e h e at least one step located between at least
one inlet slit side wall and one outlet slit side wall
adjacent one side of the slit, the step having an abrupt
step edge to enhance agitation.
4. An apparatus as claimed in claim 3. in which:
(a) ihe agitator body has upstream and downstream faces,
and axial distance between the faces defines thickness
of the body,

(b) the outlet slit side walls intersect the downstream face
of the agitator body to pr~videsecond steps having an
abrupt edge to enhance agitation.
5. An apparatus as claimed in claim 3 , in which:
5
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(a)at least one side wall of the inlet slit side wall or outlet
slit side wall has a pluraliry of teeth extending themlong to increase overall length of the step edge associated with said side wall to enhance mixing and
generation of foam.
6. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1,in which:
(a) the inlet and outlet jet openings are non-circular, and
@) the first step means has a step edge which is relatively
long when compared with cross-sectional area of the
inlet jet opening.
7. An appamtus as claimed in claim 6. in which:
(a) thc inlet slit side walls and the outlet slit side walls are
generally flat and disposed parallel to a jet axis aligned
with flow direztion to providc an aligned pair of
parallel sided laterally elongated passages separated by
a laterally elongated step edge.
8. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1in which:
(a) the agitator jet d c e comprises a plurality of interconnected elongated passages extending downstream
and outwardly away from each other to defme a multipointed star.
9. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1in which:
(a) the jet openings are aligned about a jet axis passing
through thc orifice;
(b) the inlet jet opening has at least one elongated inlet slit
extending outwardly h r n thc jet axis, thc inlet slit
having a widh &fined by space between oppositely
facing inlet slit side walls;
(c) the outlet opening has at least one elongated outlet slit
extending outwardly from the jet axis and being aligned
with the inlet jet opening to d e k e a pair of aligned
slits, the outlet slit having a width &lined by space
between outlet slit side walls, thc width of the outlet slit
of the pair of aligned inlet and outlet slits being greater
than the width of the d e t slit of the pair; and
(d) the aligned inlet and outlet openings af the said pair
have at least one step located between an inlet slit side
wall and an outlet slit side wall adjacent one side of the

slit.

la. An apparatus as defined in claim 9, in which:
45

so

(a) the width of the outlet slit is approximately twice t
h
width of the inlet slit
11. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1in which:
{a) the step has an a x i d portion and a m v e r s e portion
meeting at an angle to define an edge of the step, the
angle bctween approxinazely 70 and 90 degrees.
12.An apparatus as claimed in claim 11, in which:
(a) the agitator body has upstream and downstteam faces,
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and axial distance between the faces defines t h i c h s s
of the agitator body,
(b) the tramverse portion of the step is disposed approximately midway between thc upstream and downstream
faces i f the &Iy,
so that the &et slit side wall, which
defines the axial portion of the step, has an axial depth
generally equal to axial depth ofthe outlet slit side wall,
and
(c) the transverse portion of the step has a width which is
of a similar order of mitgnib.de as the axial depth of the
inlet and outkt slit Bide walls.
13. An apparatus as claimed in claim 11,in which:
(a) the axial portion i s generalIy parallcl to a jet axis
passing through the orifice,
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(b) the transverse portion is g e n d y normal to the jet
axis; and
(c) the step has a step edge defined by a generally
perpendicular intersection between said axial and said
transverse m o m of the step.
14. An apparatus as claimed in claim 1, further compris-
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16- A mcthod as claimed in claim 15 fuaher comprising:
(a) passing the flow across the step edge which is relatively long when compared with cross-sectional ama of
the inlet jet opening.
17. A method as claimed in claim 15,further comprising:
(a) passing the flow through the relatively small inlet jet
opening defined by at least one pair of Iatera11y sp&
apart parallel inlet slit side walls,
[b) passing the mixture through the relatively larger outlet
opening defined by a pair of parallel outlet slit side

(a) an air cntiainrnent nozzle having a nozzle body with
a nozde inlet p d o n to receive the flow of water and
foam concentrate, a nozzle outlet podon to discharge lo
foamed water, and an intermediate portion disposed
walls, and
between the nozzlc inlet and nozzle outlet portions, the
intermediateportion having at least one air entrainment
(c) as the flow passes from the inlet jet opening to the
opcning to entrain air into the flow passing through the
outletjet opening, passing the flow over the step edge
l5
nozzle to enhance foam generation, and
which causes portions of the flow to move lakrally
outwardly across thc step edge to agitate che flow.
(b) the agitator body is located within the intermediate
18.Amethod as d a d in claim 15, further characterized
portion of the nozzle body and upstTeam of the air
by;
entrainment opening.
15.A method of generating foam from a flow of pressur- u,
(a) after passing the flow across the first step edge, passing
ized water and a foam concentrate, the method comprising:
the flow through the outlel jet opeding and m s s a
second step edge spaced laterally outwardly from the
(a) passing the flow through a relatively small inlet jet
k t step edge to enhance generation of foam.
opening in an upstream face of an agitator body, and
19.A method as claimed in claim 15,further*
across at least one first step edge into a relatively large
outlet jet opening in a dowmtream face of the agitator a by:
body, the inlet and outlet jet openings communicating
(a) entraining air into the flow during or after passing the
with each other to provide a diverging passage, the stcp
flow across the step edges to generate the foam.
edge being relatively abrupt to augment agitation of thc
flow.

